
Salon Gabrielle places priority on the health of your hair; therefore, all colour prices are inclusive of PH BONDER.  

This is a vital component of our service as it helps promote bond integrity and reduce breakage during technical services, such as 

bleach and hair colour. For any highlighting service, we also include gloss/toner and a complimentary superfood treatment.
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COLOUR
FULL HEAD FOILS/ FULL HEAD BALAYAGE

(Scalp massage, PH Bonder, Colour Treatment and Dry Off) 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR $360

MASTER COLOURIST $340

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR $320

PRINCIPAL COLOURIST $300

COLOURIST $280

3/4 HEAD FOILS - 3/4  HEAD BALAYAGE

(Scalp massage, PH Bonder, Colour Treatment and Dry Off) 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR $315

MASTER COLOURIST $295

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR $275

PRINCIPAL COLOURIST $255

COLOURIST $235

HALF HEAD FOILS / HALF HEAD BALAYAGE

(Scalp massage, PH Bonder, Colour Treatment and Dry Off) 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR $275

MASTER COLOURIST $255

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR $235

PRINCIPAL COLOURIST $215

COLOURIST $205

FACE FRAME

(Scalp massage,PH Bonder, Colour Treatment and Dry Off) 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR $130

MASTER COLOURIST $110

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR $100

PRINCIPAL COLOURIST $90

COLOURIST $80

COMPACT FOILS

(Additional cost on top of foil price, quote on consultation) 

SCALP LIGHTENER 

(Technical Director and above only)  

ALL OVER QUOTE ON CONSULTATION

REGROWTH SCALP LIGHTENER 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR $200

MASTER COLOURIST $180

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR $160

COLOUR CORRECTION - 

Quote on consultation

REGROWTH TINT

(Scalp massage, Colour treatment and Dry Off) 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR $145

MASTER COLOURIST $125

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR $115

PRINCIPAL COLOURIST $105

COLOURIST $95

T ZONE TINT $75

GLOBAL SEMI 

(Scalp massage,Colour treatment and Dry Off) 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR $140

MASTER COLOURIST $120

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR $110

PRINCIPAL COLOURIST $100

COLOURIST $90

EXTRA PRODUCT $35  

A LA CARTE
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When booking through our ‘A la carte’ menu, please be advised that this service menu is designed  
to be selected individually and the final price will be a combination of all services selected. 



SIDES
(These prices are only available as an add-on to a colour service and will be 

conducted by any colourist that is available)

BASIN BALAYAGE $55

TONER $55 - $85

COLOUR TREATMENT $20

BOND BUILDER $25-$50

INTENSE MOISTURE AND CONTROL $30 (HOT TOWEL INCLUDED) 

**Please note all these prices are starting from 

HAIRCUTS
WASH, CUT & STYLE

(Includes Shampoo, scalp massage & finish)

CREATIVE DIRECTOR $130 

RESHAPE / CHANGE OF STYLE $150

MASTER STYLIST $120 

RESHAPE / CHANGE OF STYLE $140

STYLE DIRECTOR $110 

RESHAPE / CHANGE OF STYLE $130

PRINCIPAL STYLIST $100 

RESHAPE / CHANGE OF STYLE $120

STYLIST $90 

RESHAPE / CHANGE OF STYLE $110

++ $15 Twisty blow dry

STYLING
STYLING SMOOTHIE

Wash and silky smooth straighten 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR N/A

MASTER STYLIST $90

STYLE DIRECTOR $80

PRINCIPAL STYLIST $70

STYLIST $60

++ TREATMENT $20- $30 

STYLING WAVY 

Wash and bouncy waves

CREATIVE DIRECTOR N/A

MASTER STYLIST $100

STYLE DIRECTOR $90

PRINCIPAL STYLIST $80

STYLIST $70

++ Treatment $20- $30 

Post colour Style/ Express Wash and Wave 

Stylist only $65

EVENT STYLING

THE SIGNATURE WAVE

(Clients are recommended to wash their hair 1 day prior to this appointment)

CREATIVE DIRECTOR N/A

MASTER STYLIST $115

STYLE DIRECTOR $100

PRINCIPAL STYLIST $90

STYLIST $80

++ $50 wash and dry off
++ $15 extensions

THE SIGNATURE PONY

(Clients are recommended to wash their hair 1 day prior to this appointment)

CREATIVE DIRECTOR N/A

MASTER STYLIST $140

STYLE DIRECTOR $130

PRINCIPAL STYLIST $115

STYLIST $105

++ $50 wash and dry off

HAIR UP - images required

(Clients are recommended to wash their hair 1 day prior to this appointment)

CREATIVE DIRECTOR N/A

MASTER STYLIST $125

STYLE DIRECTOR $115 

PRINCIPAL STYLIST $105

STYLIST $100

++ $50 wash and dry off 
**Please note all these prices are starting from 

A LA CARTE
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When booking through our ‘A la carte’ menu, please be advised that this service menu is designed  
to be selected individually and the final price will be a combination of all services selected. 

TWISTY BLOW DRY 

Wash and wavy blow dry

CREATIVE DIRECTOR N/A

MASTER STYLIST $110

STYLE DIRECTOR $95

PRINCIPAL STYLIST $85

STYLIST $75



DEPOSITS

Colour Correction $100 deposit required. 

Extension and Bridal / Wedding party bookings 50% deposit required.  

All deposits are non-refundable, deposits will be taken off your total service price.

48 CANCELLATION POLICY

A cancellation fee of 50% of the service value will apply for appointments canceled with less than 48 

hours’ notice or for failure to attend. 

Please understand that when you forget or cancel your appointment without giving enough notice, 

we miss the opportunity to fill that time slot and offer it to a client on our waiting list. We confirm 

appointments 48 hours or more in advance, to remind you of this appointment. If you haven’t 

confirmed within the 48 hours we have the right to cancel your appointment. 

For all appointments booked within the 24-48 hour period that require cancellation, please provide  

5 hours’ notice. Otherwise, we will charge a cancellation fee.

Credit card details will need to be given to be to make your appointment, they will be kept on a 

secure system to ensure you’re your details are safe. We accept Visa and Master Card.

LATE POLICY

Clients who do not arrive within 20 minutes of their appointment time will be charged a cancellation 

fee and will need to re-book.

We understand that things don’t go as to plan and life sometime gets in the way and even we can 

run late on occasion. However, our industry runs where our entire day is dependant on allocated 

appointment times, and late start-times is unfair for yourself and for others clients.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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info@salongabrielle.com.au   I   +61 03 9133 9127

Shop 6, 7 Aspen St, Moonee Ponds 3039

salongabrielle.com.au

@salongabrielle_

We are confident that you will be happy with your service, however if you are unsatisfied with the 

result, you will have 7 days from the date of your original appointment to contact us for a service 

correction this does not include change of mind.

 


